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Quarry Woods,
Bisham
17 March 1968

The first event. Having been
established on the 8th February
1968, it might seem surprising that
the club was able to stage its first
event on the 17th March 1968.
However the area used, Quarry
Wood near Bisham, had been
used previously and so
arrangements could be made
quite quickly. Here, and on the
front cover, are some memorabilia
from the event.
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Editorial
The 50th Anniversary of the club provides an opportunity to look back and to reflect on times
past. I decided that the best way to provide information on this was by looking at the various
documents that have been retained as a club archive or been stored by some of our older
members and to extract from them items of interest. These I have grouped into topics so as to
allow a more consistent revelation of the developments. However, readers should recognise that
the records consulted were not complete and that much will never have been recorded. There
are therefore inevitable gaps. In addition, my interpretation of the material may at times be
incorrect and errors may therefore exist. It is also a personal selection and reflects my ideas of
interesting items - I just hope that others will also find them of interest. The greatest changes
were in the first decade (or less) and this forms a significant part of the material that is included.
I must thank, in particular, Darrel Cruickshank and Bryce Gibson who have given me access to
some of their collections of memorabilia and to Denise Harper for lending me her newsletter
collection. In addition, I am grateful to Katy Stubbs and Richard Rae who have written some text
to give additional insights into some of the activities of the club in earlier years.
David Jukes, Editor

Chairman’s Introduction
I hope you all enjoy the 50th anniversary issue. - David Jukes has put in a large amount of work
sifting through the club minutes and archives to provide a glimpse of how the club has evolved
over the past half century. What is clear is that the club has had a distinguished history from the
early pioneers through to the present day. Club members, working for the sport they loved, have
been recognised nationally for their contributions to mapping and for their support and
development work. The club has also been home to enthusiastic juniors one of whom, Yvette
Hague, became the country’s first World Champion. Few achieve that status but, through many
individuals working together in a club, we enable many to enjoy the sport.
More personally, my own memories of the club start back in the early 1970's when it was still
ROC and I was a member of rivals TVOC. I attended the first Concorde Chase at Christmas
Common in 1978 when naming events was still a novelty and was impressed by the trophies that
used to be awarded. Whatever happened to them? - I'm sure I gave the M19 tankard back...
Here's looking forward to the next 50 years. What will our members have achieved by 2068?
Simon Moore, Chairman

The Beginnings
This is an article written by Darrell Cruickshank for the December 1989 issue of the Newsletter the final issue using the name Reading Orienteering Club.:
Orienteering was first talked about in Reading in November 1967 when a group, mainly of P.E.
teachers, attended a meeting at Bulmershe College, Reading, held under the auspices of the
C.C.P.R.. Real orienteers in the shape of Mike Well-Cole and Jonathan Thompson of the Royal
Marines guided the meeting in the right direction and it was decided to form a county association
to foster the sport locally and encourage the formation of local clubs. It was also decided to hold
a one day orienteering course at Bisham Abbey on 10th December following run by Mike and
Jonathan. Unfortunately the country was swept by an epidemic of foot and mouth disease and
orienteering was banned in the affected areas which included Bisham. The course was finally
held on 27th January 1968 and included an event in Quarry Woods.
At the end of the course, a small number of Reading people decided to call a public meeting in
Reading with the idea of forming a club. Alec Robson duely put an advertisement in the local
paper and the meeting was held in Watlington House, Reading on 8th February 1968. A
committee was elected and Ivor Parr elected Chairman. A novices orienteering event was to be
held at Bramshill, now known as Warren Heath, run by R.E.M.E. and it was resolved that all at the
meeting should attend this event, see how it was done, and hold an event of our own at Quarry
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Woods on 17th March.

Present day orienteers may wonder at the time scale but things were very much simpler then.
Maps were photocopies of the 2 1/2 inch O.S. maps where few paths were shown and many
tracks were different in one respect or another. There were two classes of control description
knows as the ‘clue sheet’. “The …” indicating that the feature was marked on the map, and “A
…” indicating that it wasn’t. The ‘Setters’ comments on the 1968 S.E.O.A. Championships
included the following: “How many of you realised that the Master Maps were not on THE path
but on A path. You should have noticed that The Path ran down hil but A Path climbed up hill.”
Even in 1969, the J.K. final details stated “Recent thinning, cleared areas, and forest rides have
been omitted from the map because they would tend to reduce the choice of route between the
various controls”.
Reading Orienteering Club’s first event at Quarry Woods on 17th March 1968 was a great
success. 59 people went round the single course and the expenses had been negligible. We
had a modest bank balance and the confidence to go forward to better things. The entry fees at
that time were usually 2/6 (12 1/2p). However, you get what you pay for and if you want modern
multicoloured up to date surveyed maps and all the organisation that goes with it, you have to
pay for it.
A club badge was produced (not the troll) though this never caught on too well. Club colours for
the orienteering suit were registered with BOF - maroon top and bottom - though this again failed
to catch on and I only ever knew of four to be seen in the forest. The first club newsletter
appeared in March 1968 and had been produced regularly ever since. Reading members began
to travel far and wide to events as well as organising five open events of our own in our first year.
On the male side we didn’t have any outstanding individuals but the team results were quite
good. We won the National Score Championships in 1968, and as the event has not been held
since, I suppose we still are the National Score Champions. We had four or five lady competitors
who turned out regularly, and two of them at least were usually well placed. They nearly always
won the team results as few other coubs could field a full ladies team.
In May 1969 we began to doctor the 2 1/2” O.S. maps, taking out the more obvious errors and
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adding the major path changes. This very quickly led on by the end of the year to the completely
re-drawn black and white map. It was then a short step to three and four colour maps which we
began to produce in 1970, the year we became of age and were responsible for the Southern
Championships [see the map of Hambleden on the back cover].
A club league table was introduced in the Autumn of 1971 and ran until absorbed by the SCOA
League Table at the beginning of 1973. The club jacket, bright orange, came in at the start of
1972, as did the Club Dinner. The Club Rendezvous also started then with a meeting on the
second Tuesday of each month at the Pewtar Bar of The Sun, Castle Street, Reading. A dozen
of so members used to drop in, often with their wives. The club has made steady progress over
the years, like orienteering itself, and the catalogue of people who have done so much to make it
a success is a long one. I will therefore only give a list of the former Chairman. After all, they
would have taken the blame if things had gone wrong so they are entitled to their share of the
credit. Perhaps though I will conjure up one name from the past - Silas Wegg - whose name was
recently referred to in CompassSport. Silas Wegg [Ed: not his real name] was a Reading Club
Committee Member who was full of ideas. He was never satisfied with things as they were and
always strove for improvements. He was not always too popular with the rest of the Committee
and one meeting nearly came to blows but he certainly kept them on the hop. Sadly he left
orienteering many years ago and we, especially the club, are the poorer for it.
Yateley Wood: Southern Orienteering Association Championships 1968 - 21 April 1968

Some interesting points to note. The event was organised by an army club - REME O.C. The Southern OA was
the original name for the South Central OA - the ‘Central’ was apparently added to avoid having the same
abbreviation as the Scottish OA. Reporting on this event in the third Newsletter, Darrell stated: ‘The forest at
Yateley varied between open deciduous trees and close planted pine. There were also some open sections where
there were no trees and visibility rose considerably. For the first time our Club featured in the team results and it
now only remains for us to try and raise our speed. The event also catered for Wayfarers, a class that might
increasingly become popular with the families of running competitors. Why wait at home or in the car when you
can be a wayfarer through delightful country that you would not otherwise have access to.’
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Club Badges, Colours and Kit
February 1968 - First General Meeting Minutes: The subject of a club badge or
colours was then discussed, and almost all those present felt these to be
worthwhile. It was decided to allow one month for suggested designs to be
submitted to the Secretary, and these would then be duly considered by the
Committee. It was agreed that the Secretary would write to Mr Toby Norris re
club colours, so as to avoid any clash with clubs already in existence.
March 1968 - Committee Minutes: Club colours were then discussed and the
three choices of 1st - green, 2nd - maroon, 3rd - brown, were agreed upon, and
the secretary was asked to register these with BOF. A suggested club badge
design was submitted by Mr Clive Palmer, and since no other suggestions had
been received it was agreed to present this badge as a possible club badge at
the next General Meeting, if it could be produced at a reasonable cost.

The first club
badge. Note that the

original control markers
were red with a sloping
white band as used
here and in the ‘troll’
badge below

April 1968 - General Meeting Minutes : It was then reported that the club colour
had been registered with the BOF as maroon and Jim Darby showed his suit in
this colour. Everyone agreed this very suitable. It was pointed out that club
members were not obliged to run in this colour. Three designs for club badges were then submitted by
Mr Palmer, Mr Robson and Mr Jolly. A vote was taken on these designs and Mr Jolly’s design was
adopted - it depicted an orienteering flag in red and white, on whick were OS symbols for marsh in blue
and black with a white pathway through each. This, Mr Jolly explained, represented ‘The Readings’ or
‘the pathway through the reeds’. Reading being originally a marsh area.
April 1968 - Committee Minutes: The club badge design was then discussed, and it was generally felt that
the name of the club should appear somewhere. Consequently, it was agreed to ask the designer, Mr
Jolly, if he would agree to a slight increase in the size of the badge and the insertion of the word
‘Reading’ at the top and the letters ‘O.C.’ at the bottom.
July 1968 - Committee Minutes: Mr Clive Palmer showed the badge samples and explained that the cost
was 4/3 each. It was agreed to order 60 of these, and to sell them at 5/= to club members.
August 1971 - Newsletter: The Club Track Suit Badge seems to have lost its appeal and few wear the
Club colour orienteering suit. In fact I believe that maroon orienteering suits are no longer available
from the ‘Sweat Shop’.
November 1971 - Newsletter: After much discussion the Committee have decided to proceed with a Club
Jacket. It will be in orange with bottle green collar and cuffs.
January 1972 - Newsletter: An example of the new Club Jacket was displayed [at the AGM], orange with
brown collar and cuffs. (It was originally to have had green collar and cuffs
which has lead to a little confusion) About a dozen have been bought and the
are obtainable via the ‘Sweat Shop’.

August 1974 - Newsletter: A new Club badge is to be produced. This will be a lion
motif in black on an orange background.
May 1978 - Committee Minutes: 11 designs have been submitted [for a new
badge]. After study and a vote, a first and second were selected. Pete L to
liaise with printer and designer (Nicola Meadows) of the first.
October 1978 - Committee Minutes: Badges are now available for sale at 60p
each. Nicola Meadows the designer was given a free badge and should be
offered a free place at the next club dinner.
January 1979 - Committee Minutes: Some years ago a stock of ROC jackets was
available for purchase. This has been exhausted and Darrell Cruickshank has been requested to the
cost of new stock. Arising from this discussion, GK is going to investigate the possibility of an ROC Tee
Shirt.
May 1980 - Newsletter: The distinctive ROC T-shirts are now available. They are long
sleeved in bright orange, with our club mascot on the front and ‘READING OC’ on
the front and back.
December 1984 - Committee Minutes: Club Strip - The colour has had to be changed.
The new colour is dark blue with an orange strip. The printing disappears in the
wash and the kit has got to be returned. The style of printing could be improved.
At the AGM in February 1989, a decision was taken to change the name to Berkshire
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Orienteers with effect from January 1989. The AGM minutes include the following: It was agreed that
the change in name would require a change in club logo. This would be discussed by the Committee
with the new abbreviation.
September 1989 - Committee Minutes: Club Logo Competition: The
entries from 7 members (25 designs) were displayed and the
committee voted on the logo without knowledge of the entrants. A
design by Chris Shaw was voted the best. … The club colours would
not be changed.
November 2006 - Committee Minutes: Liz suggested that updated club
kit would be desirable. This will be raised at the AGM.
January 2007 - Committee Minutes: There was some discussion about
new club kit. Smarter Trimtex Suits were suggested, but there was
some question as to both uptake and cost.

February 2007 - AGM Minutes There was some discussion on the
proposal to get new club kit. Various people suggested Trimtex.
These cost of the order of £32 and there was some question as to
whether the club really wanted to hold stocks. Dave Rogers said that
the main cost was the original design/pattern. It was agreed that this
could be discussed in Committee.
March 2007 - Committee Minutes: Reg reminded the Committee that at
the AGM it was agreed that we would discuss the possibility of new
Club kit, Trimtex being suggested. This meant that we need some
idea as to what design the members would like. The general feeling
was that we should stick to our present colours of blue and orange. It
was agreed that one way of involving the membership was to have a
design competition. This will be publicised on the web, via e-mail and
in the next newsletter.

David Jukes in
club kit in 2007

May 2007 - Committee Minutes: Denise said that Ultrasport has some
tops, which some members had purchased, which could form the
basis of new club kit. Reg had intended to bring the top that Anne
had, but forgot. He will circulate a photo to the committee for their
information.
September 2007 - Committee Minutes: Reg had contacted Ultrasport
regarding new O suits. The cost would be £29.95 for a top plus £2 for
long sleeves and £2 for a logo. There did not appear to be any
reduction for quantity. It would be necessary to produce a design and
submit it. Liz and Denise agreed to do this.
January 2008 - Committee Minutes: Liz will order 10 new O-tops of
appropriate sizes.
February 2008 - AGM Minutes: Liz Yeadon showed the style and
pattern of the new O-tops, some of which were on order.

Fiona Clough and Derick
Mercer with some early BKO tops

January 2018 - Minutes: Martin Wilson has has been looking into Club
jackets, design and cost. Simon said he has a couple of Martin’s
designs and will send out to the Committee for urgent comment.

Darrel Cruickshank in
club kit in 2015

Jacket design adopted in February 2018
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Club Awards
Jim’s Jug

Jims Jug

Asked about the origins of ‘Jim’s Jug’ in 2004,
Darrell provided the following details:
Big Jim was over 6 feet tall and well built with it. He
worked at A.W.R.E. Aldermaston, and in his spare time
was a Major in the Territorial Army. Right from the start
Jim Isaacs was a regular orienteering competitor, also a
regular in the Reading Half-Marathon. Although never
a member of the Reading Orienteering Club Committee
he was always on hand one way or another, especially
in providing equipment at events. A superb stop-watch,
marquees, generators, even a labour force on occasion.
Ask not from whence they came.
In the Autumn of 1971 a Club League Table was
introduced (but phased out when the SCOA League
started) and Jim donated a cup to go with it. The Club
Committee were at first undecided as to how to award
the cup - immediately dubbed Jim’s Jug - as most had
trophies of one sort or another which were not too
popular at home. Eventually it was decided that the cup
should be awarded ‘To the Junior who has had the best
season up to 1st June each year as judged by the
Executive Committee’. The first recipient was C.D.
Coombs in June 1972.
Sadly Jim, now Colonel Jim, died of a heart attack in
the late Eighties. He was only in his early sixties and
was a great loss to the Club. I remember him with great
affection as he, Nigel Wilkins and I were the three
veterans of the club and more or less took it in turns to
beat each other. The annual presentation of Jim’s Jug
brings back memories of the early days of orienteering,

Jim’s Jug
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1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Carey Coombs

David Cheesewright
Nicola Meadows
Richard Wilkins
Neil Forrester
Anthony Watkins
Sarah Hague
Richard Agar
Paul Hague
Yvette Hague
Ian Cooper
Peter Bennett
Douglas Cload
Anne Brown
Ruth Horner
Natasha Lawrence
Ian Cox
Tom Hart
Alan Harper
Tom Oxtoby
Rebecca Baldwin
Greg Smith
Bobbie Baldwin
Alistair Bouch
Richard Flint
Kathryn Bouch
St Andrews School
Mark Courtier
Georgina Metcalfe
Josephine Rogers
Christina, Rachel and
Matthew Bennett
?
Charlotte Horner
Andy Straka
Susan Straka
Pat Wills
James Palmer
Charlie Betts
Jacob Marwick
Oliver Smith
Thomas Innes
Adam Methven
Imogen Woodcock

and of course, past orienteers, some of whom
can still be met with in or around Reading.
Three cheers for Jim.
Note that although reference is made to the Award
being for a Junior, there was certainly a period
when Jim’s Jug was awarded to the most improved
orienteer of whatever age.

Derek Harding Award

Derek Harding Award
Extract from the minutes of the Executive
Committee, 15 November 1995:
A new Trophy in memory of Derek Harding,
former Club treasurer who died earlier this year,
will be instituted, and presented for usefulness
to the Club. It is suggested that this might take
the form of some durable glassware. Derek’s
widow will be asked if she would like to present
it at the AGM.

Club Champion Trophy
There have numerous different ways to identify a
‘club champion’ over the last 50 years. In many
cases this has been based on a handicap system,
often with quite complex calculations to provide a
suitable ‘handicap’. In addition there have been
awards for different age categories. It is therefore
not possible to list the various winners here.
The current Club Champion Trophy was presented
by Katy Stubbs in memory of Dave Stubbs, her
husband and former club Chairman, who had died
during the JK Sprint in 2010.
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Derek Harding Award
1997

Cload Family

1998

Bryce and Janet Gibson

1999

Tim Booth

2000

Dave and Katy Stubbs

2001

Eric and Denise Harper

2002

Reg and Anne Parker

2003

Neil Frankum

2004

Liz Turbin

2005

Alan Yeadon

2006

Peter Entwistle

2007

Moore Family

2008

Lynne and Simon Moore

2009

Di and Glen Wass

2010

Eric Harper

2011

Reg and Anne Parker

2012

Denise Harper

2013

Tim Booth

2014

Andrew Graham

2015

Di and Glen Wass

2016

Terry Hosking

2017

David Jukes

Club Champion’s
Trophy

Maps
It is very difficult to provide an
overview of 50 years of the club’s
maps, so presented here are a small
selection of the club’s early maps
illustrating a time of great change.
April 1969 - Committee Minutes: Mr
Shelton then raised the point of
redrawn maps, now essential for
‘badge’ events. He suggested the
club should practice redrawing a
map on a smaller scale event.
Sue Bone was agreed to be well
informed on the technique of
redrawing maps and it was agreed
to contact her re giving a talk on
redrawing maps. [Note: Sue Bone
later married Robin Harvey - both
became professional orienteering
mappers based in Scotland]

October 1969 - Committee Minutes:
The Secretary then read a letter
from a junior club member who
had redrawn maps of the
Snelsmore Common area. He was
asking for financial help from the

Two contrasting maps of
Crowthorne Woods.
The one above was used
in May 1969 for the
curiously named ‘Berlioz
Centenary Event’.
On the left is an undated
map but was probably
from 1970 or 1971
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club in printing these maps.
It was pointed out that
printing of redrawn maps for
orienteering should be done
throuogh Geoff Peck under
his stipulations. The
secretary agreed to write a
letter to this effect.
February 1971 - Newsletter:
Our next event will be the
Hermitage Badge Event on
21st March. Preparations
are well advanced and it is
worth mentioning that the
map makers have put in 220
hours on the map alone so
far and the job is not
completed. Orienteering has
reached a standard where
simple photocopies of the
O.S. 2 1/2” map are not good
enough and some correction
of the survey and removing
unnecessary detail is the
least that can be done. We
have a small band of
members who have resurveyed areas of land, but
the actual drawing of the
maps ready to send to the
printer has devolved entirely
onto one man.

January 1969 - Committee Minutes: Mike Baldwin reported that the 3
courses for the event at Snelsmore Common were all set. Courses 2
& 3 were standard but it was necessary to insert a small ‘spot
orienteering’ section into Course 1 in order to get extra distance and
maintain the same degree of difficulty. After some discussion this was
agreed to be alright provided competitors were informed beforehand in
the ‘final details’.

Another of the very early events
staged by Reading OC. This
one was on 23 June 1968 and,
as stated, was for a score event.
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Mapping with ROC / BKO over the years
Here Richard Rae reflects on his mapping experiences with a focus on Hawley and
Hornley Commons
Having been a member of ROC and BKO for over 40 years, Hawley and Hornley (H&H) is the area with
which I've been most involved, both with planning events and, at the beginning, with the mapping of the
1973 five colour map. Previously, ROC had used photocopied OS maps or early 4 colour maps.
The original H&H map was drawn for the 1973 Southern Championships which ROC was hosting. The
map included Yately Heath Woods and Minley to the west and was mapped at a scale of 1:20000, the
norm in those days. The result was a broad, narrow map [see centre spread). Today, H&H, Minley and
Yateley are often used as separate areas, and are now mapped at a scale of 1:10000 (or occasionally
1:7500 at the mid-week Army events at H&H).
Mapping techniques have changed over the years. For the 1973 H&H map the area was divided into a
number of small areas parcelled out to individuals. We each surveyed our patch of land and sent the
results to the mapping coordinator, John Shelton. We had a large scale OS map to assist and update,
either a 1:25,000 or even the 6 miles to the inch map. Additional paths, earth banks and other features
were added if necessary, by taking bearings and pace counting. Drawing up your survey data was done
with protractor and ruler. ( I always thought this was a pain, so on another, later map, Hambledon [see
back cover], I got a tame computer to plot bearings and distances as vectors, whose coordinates could
be plotted more easily on graph paper.
In those days the map coordinator drew up the map using acetate film for the various colour layers. The
shapes of features had to be scribed on the film, a very laborious procedure which may have put some
mappers off orienteering for life. Nowadays, we have the computer program OCAD to assist in the map
drawing, and can get electronic LIDAR data to generate accurate contours.
The 1973 map was well received, and gained a commendation from BOF. However, those involved with
the survey knew that there were inaccuracies. In particular, the complex, contoured area immediately
north of the area known as the "Bear Pit" at H&H was not accurate. ROC used H&H again for the JK
relays two years later and for this the Bear Pit was resurveyed. I assisted Bob Cheesewright (now a
TVOC member), who had borrowed surveying equipment from his place of work. We both interpreted
the data and drew up new contours. The mapping coordinator used my version, but I think Bob's version
was more accurate. The map extracts on the right show how the mapping of this area has changed over
the years—from the 1973 map through to the most recent 2016 version.
To digress briefly from mapping, the 1975 JK relays were held on a cold Easter Sunday. At an event,
someone has to take the maps to the site. I had the relay maps, but cars can break down .... My car, an
early Austin Mini, had been increasingly difficult to start on occasions - with a slipping fanbelt, the
dynamo was not charging the battery. Sensing a potential problem, I had arranged for a member of the
Basingstoke club to take me to the event should my car not start. However, my car obliged, the maps
arrived at the H&H airfield, and the relays took place in, at times, light, falling snow - the changeover was
quite a sight, as one club member observed. Next day, my car would not start..... Nowadays, events
need a risk assessment. Non-arrival of maps should be allowed for, and indeed was at the 2017
Concorde Chase at H&H!
Further major surveys and remaps at H&H took place over the years in 1983, 1998, 2008, 2014 and
2016. I am not sure when the map was first redrawn using OCAD. Certainly, the 1983 map was hand
drawn. So far LIDAR data has not been used for the latest surveys of H&H. However, the ready
availability of satellite imagery on home computers has been a useful adjunct to surveying and mapping
of other areas such as the BKO map of Bramshill surveyed and drawn by Katy Stubbs, and also a
number of urban areas. At H&H, I've used it to check out the state of gorse and rhododendrons in open
heathland areas. Unfortunately, gorse and rhododendrons grow fast, and a map can be inaccurate
within 2 years, as can satellite imagery. At the time of the 2017 Concorde Chase at H&H, gorse was
being removed on the day of the event itself. Don't ask about the health and safety problems created by
these operations - chainsaws were in action and fires were burning earlier in the week!
Before OCAD came along, the hand drawn map was sent to the printers a number of weeks before the
event . Overprinted maps were not possible at this stage. Meanwhile, the planner had to draft out his
courses using tracing paper on top of a copy of the map. When satisfied with his efforts, he drew up his
courses on Xerox copies of the map and sent copies to the controller. Many iterations of this process
with reams of Xerox copies could ensue. Course lengths were calculated using a ruler and the map
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scale. The first overprinted maps were produced using a form of "home printing" [described later by Katy see page 18.
All this changed for the better with OCAD. It has speeded up the drawing of maps, and also the drafting of
courses. The addition of an alternative planning program, Purple Pen (PPEN), which uses an OCAD map
as base, makes life even easier. PPEN places controls with the click of a mouse, draws the courses and
calculates the course lengths for you. With computer-based technology, overprinted courses can now be
sent to the controller and printers by email, but currently it is still necessary to calculate the course height
gains.
However, planners are expected now to have basic OCAD skills to add the odd path, depression, fence or
area of undergrowth to a map. As I said earlier, I find taking bearings and pace counting along a path a bit
of a pain, so wondered if I could use GPS to track my movements. Runners are using GPS to plot their
routes on RouteGadget, and some mappers are using it for surveying. This may be the way ahead. One
method used successfully by Mole Valley and others is to download "OpenOrienteering Mapper" (OOM)
to an Android tablet. OOM is a free opensource program which can be used to draw maps as an
alternative to OCAD. It can read OCAD maps and also save maps in its native format or as an OCAD 8
file. Having downloaded OOM to his tablet, the surveyor can record changes to the map file directly in the
field.
So, armed with a budget tablet loaded with tracking app, I thought that, for starters, I would record my
routes when checking out H&H for the 2017 Concorde Chase. Was I impressed with the results? Not
really. The difference between the "out" and "back" tracks along the same bit of road seemed high, even
allowing for possible GPS waypoint inaccuracies. The GPS seemed more accurate in open terrain than in
the forest. The time between updates was about 15 seconds in the open, but sometimes 45 second in the
forest. Perhaps I was walking too quickly, or needed to be stationary to get a good GPS fix. Further trials
are needed, or perhaps I just need a more expensive GPS unit. That though is for the future!

1973
1:20,000

1975
1:10,000

1983
1:10,000

Hawley and Hornley
Commons
These examples, taken
from maps of different
dates, show the
different interpretation
of contours. However
they also show how the
basic orienteering map
has changed very little
since 1973

2016
1:10,000

2008
1:10,000
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Snelsmore
Common
A 3-coloour map from
1973 showing the
transition from just
black and white maps
to the standard five
colours used for the
other maps on this
page. Like various
other areas,
Snelsmore, near
Newbury, is now
regarded as another
club’s (in this case
BADO). Before club
boundaries became
more established, in
the early days the club
was able to make use
of additional areas.
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Southern Championships 1973
June 1972 - Newsletter: Reading Club are organising and
planning the Southern Championships in April 1973. .. Our
first requirement is survey parties and I have written to most
of our more experienced orienteers regarding help.
October 1972 - Newsletter: Our commitment to the Southern
Championships 1973 is coming into high gear. The results of
the survey work now being undertaken is not coming back to
John Shelton fast enough and anyone who hasn’t been out
recently is asked to move the job along a bit.
January 1973 - Newsletter: SC73, the Southern Championships,
due to be held on 8th April, is progressing but is behind
schedule with the mapping. Anyone with an outstanding
mapping commitment must produce results for John Shelton
as soon as possible. Other matters will get held up now if the
mapping is not completed soon.
April 1973 - Newsletter: SC73 was very largely an ROC
organised affair and Club members rallied round
magnificently. .. I am happy to report that all seems to have
gone well.

Bucklebury Common
This map represented a huge advance on the previous
orienteering map of Bucklebury which had been produced
in 1971. Various other versions of the Bucklebury map can
be seen in the November 2015 issue of the Newsletter.
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Two contrasting maps of Hermitage
On the left one used in May 1968. Above a much
more advanced map prepared in 1974 and
probably used for an event in October that year.

Chichester Trophy
The Chichester Trophy is awarded annually by British Orienteering in recognition of contributions to orienteering
mapping. The following is an extract from the June 1973 Newsletter:
The Chichester Trophy was awarded over the weekend of the British Champioships. This is is for the best
British Orienteering map produced in the past year and was won by Bob Cheesewright for the British
Championships 1972 in the New Forest. Congratulations Bob.

The following is an extract from the June 1990 Newsletter which reported that Chris Shaw had been awarded
the Trophy in May 1990:
Chris Shaw has been involved in surveying and cartography of orienteering maps since 1981 when he produced ‘The Million’ for BUOC. As can be seen from the following, Chris has been heavily involved since
1984 in surveying and cartography for ROC, BKO and Berkshire Schools. In all he has been involved in 19
mapping projects ranging from part survey, through one colour school maps to resurvey and cartography of
Star Posts for the 1989 British Championships. Several aspects of Chris’s involvement stand out:
1. When he gets involved in a project he is well organised and aims for the best map that can be produced,
taking into account the final intended use of the map.
2. He keeps records and has co-ordinated ROC (and now BKO) mapping for several years.
3. Without Chris’s input in re-surveying and the completing the cartography for ‘Star Posts’ for BC1989 the
planners and controller would have had an extremely difficult time. I repeat the comments the Controller
made in the results booklet:
“Chris’s map rightly received much praise and will, I think, be a strong contender for the Chichester
Trophy. What you probably didn’t realise was that the map produced from the ‘paid for’ survey was not
adequate, so much so that Chris had to completely redraw the masters. Often was the cry ‘the 1982
map is better’”
Chris is still heavily involved in the production of orienteering maps for BKO and in addition has represented
SCOA on the BOF Mapping Committee since 1987. Chris attended the IOF Mapping Conference in Sweden
in 1989 on behalf of BOF.
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Events
The main function of the club over the years
has been to stage events. ROC / BKO have
been very active and largely successful in
staging consistently good quality events.
Early on there was a move to stage one
major event each year and, as recorded
below, this became established as the
Concorde Chase. However there have been
other notable events of national importance
and some of these are listed on page 16.
Staging any event takes considerable effort
both from key officials and from on the day
volunteers. It is not surprising that many
Committee minutes include discussions of
who to appoint and that the newsletter is
frequently requesting volunteers. We are
lucky that nearly always these are
successful.

1
2
3
4

The Concorde Chase
Extract from an article in the November 1994 Newsletter
written by Darrell Cruickshank:
Why the Concorde Chase? Former club member Tony
Meadows and his family were keen orienteers who were
also involved with organisation and planning of events.
Tony was a Concorde pilot and in the course of his work,
found a Concorde engine cover in some remote place
far from where it should have been. He arranged for it to
be restored to its rightful place and received a monetary
reward from British Airways. It so happened that an
ROC Badge Event was in the process of production and
Tony donated the money towards the financing of the
event which was then christened “The Concorde Chase”.
Extract from the minutes of the 10th AGM, January 1978:
“Tony Meadows described a proposal for trophies to be
awarded at the Club’s annual badge event to be
hereafter called the Concord Chase after the source of
the money he had made available. This was approved
and the first awards would be made at the Christmas
Common event in February 1978.”
AGM Minutes - February 1979: “In connection with the
Concorde Chase, we would like to thank Tony Meadows
for donating some excellent trophies”
Committee Minutes - March 1979: “Concorde Chase ‘79:
A very successful event. JH will write to N & R Wilkins &
T Thackeray extending thanks on behalf of committee
for a well organised event. The profit from the event was
£150. JH proposed that this could in part be used to
purchase further trophies for Concorde Chase i.e. for
classes for which no trophy is yet presented.”
AGM Minutes - February 1991: Due to the difficulties
experienced in recoverning Concorde Chase trophys, it
has been decided to move towards non-returnable
trophys for the Concorde Chase except in the M and
W21 Classes. The other ex Concorde Chase trophies
will be re-used for Club Champions in various classes.
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1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Christmas Common
Hermitage
Warren Heath
Hambledon

19-Feb
25-Feb
10-Feb
22-Mar

5
6
7
8
9
10

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley
Hermitage
Swinley ?
Bucklebury Common
Winkfield Common /

11

1989 Burghfield Common [After 03-Dec

12
13
14
15
16
17

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

Hawley and Hornley
Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley
Swinley
Bucklebury
Lower Star Posts /

03-Jun
03-Mar
08-Mar
24-Jan
20-Feb
19-Feb

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

18-Feb
16-Feb
01-Mar
14-Feb
06-Feb
04-Feb
24-Feb
?
15-Feb
06-Feb
29-Jan
28-Jan
27-Jan
25-Jan

32
33
34

2010
2011
2012

35
36
37
38
39
40

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Hawley and Hornley
Burghfield Common
Bucklebury
Upper Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley
Bucklebury
Burghfield
Swinley East
Swinley
Lower Star Posts
Cold Ash
Hawley
Burghfield Common
Yateley Heath and Minley
Woods
Upper Star Posts
Barossa
Yateley Heath and Minley
Woods
Barossa
Star Posts
Cold Ash
Barossa
Hawley and Hornley
Star Posts

No Concorde Chase - JK82
in region

20-Feb
19-Feb
24-Feb
?
16-Feb
28-Feb

British Champs at Star Posts]

31-Jan
28-Jan
29-Jan
27-Jan
26-Jan
25-Jan
31-Jan
29-Jan
28-Jan

Big events on Star Posts and Swinley in our early
BKO years
Katy Stubbs recalls a busy period when she and husband Dave were very active in major events
staged by ROC/BKO:
While I was updating the map with all the map changes for the recent Concorde Chase I was
remembering the various events that I have been involved with over the years on Star Posts and Swinley.
The first time I ran on Star Posts was before we joined Reading OC at JK 1982. My clearest memory of
that was finishing through part of the big earthworks of Cæsar’s Camp (tripping over the string of the first
string course I ever remember seeing). Now that area is completely out of bounds to us.
The first “big” event where Dave and I produced overprinted maps for ROC was the Southern Night
Championships on Swinley West. Maps were produced using the very old “John Bull” system which
meant using rubber symbols, stuck to a sticky pad which then goes onto a big ink pad and then onto each
map, located in place with pins and a base board and guideposts for the sticky pad. This took forever and
was very prone to errors as bits of rubber had a nasty habit of falling off or creeping across the pad under
the slightest sideways pressure. Having done that for a “small” event we decided to avoid it if at all
possible in the future.
The first big event on Star Posts that we were involved with was the
British Championships in 1989 which Dave and I planned together with
Richard Spiers. Parking was in the adjacent Transport and Road
Research Laboratory and assembly on the eastern edge of Crowthorne
Woods (there was no Crowthorne bypass in those days). The Crown
Estate land of Star Posts was not open to the public then and we used
both it and what we now call Barossa for the event.
For this event the courses were overprinted by the printer in the same
way as the map was printed. To do so you had to draw each course
onto drawing film using the printed map as a base. For accuracy and
neatness this meant using Rotring drawing pens, on a full size drawing
board. Any mistake meant first trying to scratch out the error or, more
often, throwing away the film and starting again. Lines and circles were
broken where necessary, usually by scratching with a scalpel or razor
blade when the ink was dry (neater than stopping and starting a line).
Numbers could be added either using a drawing template (my preferred
way) or adding a transfer to the film. Transfers that were used then
needed to be sealed to the film with a fixative spray. Finally the
individual course descriptions were stuck on the film and a plate made
for each course and the maps overprinted in purple. 28 courses meant
creating 28 different films. Needless to say this was a long and tedious job so plenty of time was needed
in advance of the event to get all of the drawing done. To make life a bit easier the finish circle, crossing
points and drinks controls were pre-printed on all maps as another purple plate. After the maps were
printed it took three of us two long days just to check the register and everything else on each map, bag,
heat seal them and then pin prick each bag to let the air out of them when they were stacked in boxes.
The other big job was putting out the controls. There were over 160, all with two and many with multiple
pin punches so loads of canes to carry out. Fortunately, because the area was closed to the public, most
could be put out up to a week before the event. Also, as planners, we were very lucky in that a team of
control hangers placed them, we just had to check they were all in the correct place and had the right
punches before the weekend. Only one went missing and that was one a ranger found and picked up but
luckily we met him and the control was put back in place before the event started.
The next top level event from a planning point of view was the 6 Nations Relay, which my husband Dave
planned in 1993. I wasn’t going to be involved apart from hanging controls. However we decided that it
wasn’t worth the effort involved with drawing onto film when there were very few maps of each of the 18
courses (9 men’s and 9 women’s) and definitely not worth paying for a different plate for each one. So I
hand drew them all, doing each gaffle at a time then going back and adding the second gaffle. Again, this
was a very long day, which considering there were only 32 teams (18 men and 14 women) meaning a
total of 96 maps plus spares of each was slow progress. The final maps did look pretty good, even if I say
it myself.
The other main challenge at that event was the time of year and the height of the bracken in one part of
the area. We spent a full day bashing a taped route through one block which was shown on the map, just
for some runners to avoid/miss it and go their own way:- their loss.
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Some major events staged or supported by ROC/BKO
1970
1973
1975
1977
1982
1982
1989
1990

Southern Championships
Southern Championships
JK75
British Relays

Hambleden
Yateley / Minley / Hawley
Star Posts (Ind) + Hawley and Hornley (Relay)
Christmas Common [Described at the time by BOF
Chairman Chris James as ‘the best British Relays ever]
JK82
Star Posts - Days 1 (Sat) and 2 (Sun) organised by ROC
and TVOC
Southern Night Championships Star Posts [Late change from Hawley and Hornley due
to army exercise]
British Championships (Ind)
Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley

1993
1995

British Schools Orienteering
Championships
JK93
Junior Inter Regional Champs

1997

Southern Champ (Concorde)

Burghfield

1999
2003
2006

JK
JK
British Night Champioships

Hawley and Hornley
Star Posts
Hawley and Hornley

2008

British Schools Orienteering
Championships
Southern Championships
JK

Hawley and Hornley

2013
2013

Bucklebury
Mychett / Hawley and Hornley

Star Posts
University of Reading (Sprint), Cold Ash (Sunday)

May 2001 - Newsletter: BKO has
responded to the countryside
embargo by organising some streetOs. Tim Booth organised the fist one
around the streets of Wokingham.
This was closely followed by one
organised by Nigel Hoult with a run
around Woodley and more Steet-Os
are planned
[Note that the JK 2001 was also
cancelled with the areas being
rescheduled for use in 2002.]
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Equipment
March 1968 - Committee Minutes: The subject of club equipment
was then discussed. It was agreed that the cheapest way to
get control markers was to make them, and 24 was felt to be a
reasonable number to start with, if suitable material could be
found. Self inking markers and compasses were felt to be
quite urgent requirements to be bought if funds were sufficient,
and car park notices, direction indicators, start and finsish
banners, tape and a results board were mentioned as
necessary properties, to be bought as soon as possible.

A self inking
stamp

April 1968 - Committee Minutes: With regard to the investigation of suitable material for control markers, it
was reported that polystyrene or P.V.C. were the most suitable materials, and it was agreed to try to
find a source of these as soon as possible. Mr Palmer reported that Heelas were stocking industrial
nylon in the club colour suitable for making tracksuits. It was agreed to withhold the purchase of any
further equipment until after the event on May 5th when it would be possible to say just how much
money was available.
May 1968 - Committee Minutes: Mr Palmer reported that equipment such as control markers, and start
and finish banners were now obtainable from the S.O.A., so it was agreed that there was no need for
the club to purchase these items. It was agreed that polythene bottles would be obtained and painted
red and white, for training purposes.
July 1968 - Committee Minutes: It was suggested by Mr Daryl Cruickshank that the Club might purchase a
timing device of some description. Several members felt this was rather a premature expenditure, but
it was agreed to investigate the possibility with a view to the future. It was also agreed that the
Secretary should write to Duckhams re the possibility of obtaining start and finish banners for the
club.
September 1968 - Committee Minutes: The Secretary reported that she had received start and finish
banners from Duckhams. Mr Palmer reported his findings on the cost of a timing device, but it was
agreed not to purchase one for the club as it was possible to borrow an excellent clock from the
Berks (T) Army, whenever required.
February 1969 - Committee Minutes: Mr Warburton reported that for the event on Feb 23rd 1969 all the
equipment was in order except for rubber control stamps. Mr Parr said that as these had been lost at
Berkshire events, it seemed only fair that the County Association should replace these - Mr Robson
agreed to put this to the association, and the Committee agreed to purchase a set of 5 stamps, the
club paying for 2 of these and the County Association for 3.
September 1981 - Committee Minutes: The Committee debated the need for a surveying wheel. The
purchase was proposed, seconded and agreed. Committee also approved the purchase of two
sighting compasses. CC will decide model.
June 1982 - Committee Minutes: GK will place advertisement in Compass Sport regarding the equipment
lost at JK. Keith Auchterlonie has agreed that ROC should charge the purchase price of 50 new
punches to the JK account.
October 1983 - Committee Minutes: One survey wheel has been purchased. Another has been ordered
and it was agreed to purchase this. 50 controls and 100 punches have been purchased for the Star
Posts Badge Event.
March 1996 - Committee Minutes: We may have “Electronic Punching” for elite runners at the 1998
National Event.
February 1997 - AGM Minutes: For 1997, a colour laser printer will be purchased.
September 1997 - Committee Minutes: It was confirmed that all major BKO maps are not on OCAD,
easing the task of maintenance.
January 2000 - Newsletter: Visit BKO Web site at: http://www.cix.co.uk/-finchbase/bko.html
July 2000 - Committee Minutes: Sport I dent will probably be used for JK2002. Clubs will need to practise
its use at prior events. BKO will need to purchase some equipment in advance of SCOA at a cost in
the region of £500. Dave to speak to Tim Booth re number of units needed.
February 2002 - AGM Minutes: Chairman’s Report. The Concorde Chase 2001 was the first event that
BKO have organised using SI. It was very successful, if rather wet.
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July 2003 - Committee Minutes: SCOA Committee had agreed
to support the use of Emit in the region. Funding will be
discussed at the next meeting. It was agreed that BKO
would need to apply for grant funding to support purchase
of Emit equipment.
November 2003 - Committee Minutes Dave Stubbs had costed
basic Emit equipment required for different types of event.
He has sent details of various options to the Committee.
The Committee agreed that the Club should follow Option 2
(b) the cost of which would be £5818. Tim Booth will need
approximately £300 for emit software.
February 2004 - AGM Minutes The provisional amount of £850
for equipment was questioned. It was explained that this
would be the amount needed for the purchase of Emit
equipment if the club were to be granted approximately
£5000 from “Awards for All”. An application for a grant
would be made shortly. This amount would pay for enough
equipment for use at Colour Coded and smaller events.
Entry fees for events using Emit at present reflect the cost
of hiring equipment. Future event fees will need to cover
Club electronic equipment expenses and future
replacement costs.

Appliance of Science
Electronic punching, so they say,
Could be in vogue here any day.
It marks your card at each control
And even if you only stroll
From flag to flag it takes your time.
So when you cross the finish line
An instantaneous print produce
Before you’ve had your orange
juice.
Result producing teams might be
Reduced to four or even three,
And those with awful tales of woe
Will be revealed as merely slow.
Darrell Cruickshank
Newsletter, July 1997

November 2004 - Committee Minutes The proposed application for a grant for the purchase of Emit
equipment was discussed. It was decided that the number of control units stated in the list of
equipment needs should be increased. This would raise the amount requested to almost £5000.
November 2004 - Committee Minutes Alan Yeadon noted that at a recent event at Grimsbury a waterproof
map had been used. Looking at the map the Committee thought it interesting but such a map is
difficult to fold.
February 2005 - AGM Minutes The provisional amount of £850 against Equipment was questioned. The
Treasurer explained that it was for Emit equipment. The club is preparing an application for a grant,
from “Awards for All”, for the purchase of Emit equipment. If this is unsuccessful the Club will have to
reconsider planned Emit purchases.
November 2005 - Committee Minutes Work on the A4A grant has stopped as we now have Emit from
another source. … The accounts include a contingency item of £800 which was intended ti be for
possible Emit purchase. Denise said that Bracknell were going to use part of the grant which they
had obtained to set up orienteering to purchase Emit equipment. Although this would be the property
of Bracknell, they would let BKO hold it and use it as they required.
January 2006 - Committee Minutes Denise is still assessing what extra Emit equipment we may need.
What we already have must be marked and insured.
September 2006 - Committee Minutes The club is at present in a very strong financial position. … One
suggestion was that we increase our holding of Emit, particularly controls, so that we had sufficient
for a colour-coded event. This would be an advantage now that the army has moved their base to
Longmoor.
November 2006 - Committee Minutes: In view of our present healthy financial position … it was decided
that we should get enough Emit controls to enable us to put on a colour coded event. It was thought
that another 40 would be needed.
February 2007 - AGM Minutes: We have bought another 40 Emit controls giving a total (including the
Bracknell ones) of 80
January 2018 - Newsletter: As most members will recall, the Committee has been considering what to do
as the batteries run down on our Emit equipment. This had caused particular problems at the recent
Bucklebury Common event. The Committee has debated updated or different systems for a number
of meetings, Discussions with the UK suppliers of Emit and with other clubs in the South Central
region (who also have similar issues), has now revealed that the batteries in the control units can be
replaced if they are returned to a specialist in Sweden. Although this would be expensive, the cost
would be considerably cheaper than a complete replacement system. It would also be in line with the
other clubs’ decisions.
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Performance
Note: Producing this section has been the hardest part of this issue. By using the various Newsletters and
Minutes that are available it has been possible to identify some of the top performances over the years.
However there will be many gaps as the reporting of results has been intermittent. The list below has tried
to include a top 3 position in either the British Championships or the JK. Apologies to those missed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

British Championships 1969: Sue Bone 2nd Senior Ladies.
JK73: Good results from the Meadows family - Russell 1st M12; Nicola 3rd W15; Paul 14th
M15; Paula 4th W35; Tony 27th M35.
British Junior Champs 1974: Nicola Meadows 3rd W15; David Cheeswright 1st M12.
British Relays 1974: 1st Ladies Class (N Meadows, J Rooke, A Wilkins)
JK76: Tim Watkins 1st M19A; David Cheesewright 4th M13.
BOC 1976: Tim Watkins 1st M19A; John Hague 3rd M35A.
JK77 Relay: 1st M13- (A Cheesewright, I Thackery, I Forrester).
JK79: Tim Watkins 5th M21E; David Cheeswright 5th M17; 1st M35 Relay (Brian Jamieson,
John Hague and Dick Agar). Tim Watkins ran for the UK in the World Championships.
JK80: Tim Watkins 4th M21E; John Hague 3rd M35A; Richard Agar 2nd M10.
British Relays 1982: ROC took third place in the Long Open class.
JK96: Tom Hart won M19A on Day 1 and 2nd overall.; M50 Relay 1st (Peter Bennett, Ian
Cooper and Dick Rae).
British Champs 1996: Tom Hart 1st M19A.
JK97 / British Champs 1997: Lawrence Cload: 1st M20L.
British Relays 1997: 3rd M50.
JK 2008: Susan Straka 2nd W16 (Sprint); Ian Cooper 2nd M65L.
JK 2010: Janet Gibson 1st W70L.
British Champs 2010: Ian Copper 2nd M65L.
British Champs 2011: Alexander Moore 3rd M20L.
British Champs 2012: Zuzana Straka 2nd W20L.
JK 2013: Martin Wilson 1st M65 (Sprint) and 1st M65 (Long).
British Champs 2013: Ian Cooper 1st M70.
British Relays 2013: 2nd M60 (David Jukes, Martin Wilson and Ian Cooper)
JK 2014: Ian Cooper 3rd M70L.
JK 2015: Adam Methven 2nd M10A.
British Champs 2015: Adam Methven 2nd M10A (Long); Ian Cooper 1st M70A (Sprint); Darrell
Cruickshank 1st M90 (Middle), Ian Cooper 3rd M70 (Middle).
British Champ 2016: Ian Cooper 3rd M70L (Long); Adam Methven 3rd M12 (Middle); Mark
Saunders 3rd M35 (Sprint).
JK 2017: Martin Wilson 1st M70 (Long) and 2nd M70 (Sprint).
British Champs 2017: Martin Wilson 2nd M70A (Sprint).

From Reading OC to World Champion - Yvette Hague
Without a doubt, the best orienteer to have come out of the club in the last 50 years is Yvette Hague.
John and Marie Hague had four children (Yvette, Sarah, Paul and Katherine) and the first 3 were
enthusiastic juniors with ROC. Here are some extracts from the archives providing a brief insight into their
early development with a focus on Yvette:
Note: Yvette was born in 1968 so it many cases in the events that are mentioned below, she was running
‘up’ a class.
•
•
•
•

April 1976 - JK: Yvette 2nd W10; Sarah 4th W10
May 1976 - BOC: Yvette 1st W12A; Sarah 6th W12A
Fab 1977 - Southern Champs: Yvette 2nd W12; Sarah 3rd W12
April 1977 - JK: Yvette 1st W11;
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• May 1977 - BOC: Yvette 1st W12
• July 1977 - Swiss 5-day: Yvette 13th

August 1978 - Newsletter article by Yvette:
Switzerland 5-Days:
W12
A 5 day competition full of excitement, competing
• July 1978 - Swiss 5-day: Yvette 1st D12
(1st British competitor to win an A class) against friends in the same class. The terrain on the 5
days plus the two training days (7 days altogether) is
• JK80: Handicap Relay: 2nd (Paul, Sarah,
very different, except for one feature and that was that
Yvette Hague)
all of the forests were on large slopes. On most of the
• May 1980: Belgian 3-Day: Yvette 1st
days there were no brambles although occasionally
each day in D15; Paul, Sarah and father
there were big low patches. The vegetation
John came 10th, 5th and 3rd in their
boundaries were very clear and were a good thing to
respective classes.
• May 1980 - BOC New Forest: Yvette 1st follow if there were not many paths. There were a lot
of brashings on the floor which made running slightly
W15; Sarah 1st W13.
harder and slower. The fields were very hard to run
• May 1980 - Belgian 3-Day: Yvette 1st
across because they were so wet. It was normally
D15
best to run around the ‘contouring’ road than down and
• April 1982 - JK - Star Posts: Yvette 1st
up. … On all the days the first person back gets a cow
D17A; Sarah 1st D15A; Paul 4th H15A.
bell which was rather nice. They were specially made
• Feb 1983: Southern Champs: Yvette 2nd
W19A; Sarah 1st W17A, Paul 4th M17A. for the event and are something to treasure. My
brother was the first one back on the first day and so
• Mar 1983: Midland Champs: Yvette 1st
W19E; Sarah 1st W17A; Paul 5th M17A. he was lucky enough to get a bell which Mummy rang
every time a British competitor entered the finishing
• April 1983: Aged 15, Yvette won the
lanes. The weather was very warm and sunny and
W19E class at the JK [There was no
this made people enjoy it even more.
W21 class in those days]; Sarah Hague
2nd W17A.
• May 1983: British Champs: Yvette 2nd
W19E; Sarah 1st W17; Paul 1st M17A
• 1989: British women’s champion for the first time at the BOC staged by ROC at Star Posts. By this
time Yvette was studying at Edinburgh University and competed as an EUOC member. She
subsequently was champion in 1990, 1991, 1994, 1995, 1998 and 1999. In 1999, having married, she
raced as Yvette Baker
• July 1993:Yvette was a member of the British relay team at the World Championships - possibly the
youngest ever WOC competitor.

Yvette Baker
WOC Gold
Medallist 1999

Yvette Hague in 1990 presenting
medals at the British Schools
Championship staged by BKO at
Hawley and Hornley Common
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World Championship Medals:
• 1993: Classic (Long) - USA - Bronze
• 1995: Classic (Long) - Germany - Silver / Short (Middle) - Germany - Silver
• 1999: Short Distance - Scotland - Gold
Writing in the 2017 issue of Focus celebrating 50 years of the British Orienteering Federation, Martin
Hyman made the following observations:
“Yvette was a remarkable person. A brilliant athlete with the beautiful running style of a world-class
middle distance runner. She was brilliantly coached by her father John Hague. She was able to
establish herself as the leading British Orienteer, whilst living in the Home Counties. As a competitor
Yvette was able to deploy the optimum techniques with icy calm. She would never give in to extreme
fatigue but could push herself to the limits of endurance.”

July 1979 - Extracts from a Newsletter article by Paul Hague entitled ‘Scandinavian Trip’:
• 22.7: We arrived at the enormous campsite in Orebro and put up our tent amongst the ROC group.
Bob Cheesewright had kindly guarded a space or us.
• 23.7: The first day of Oringen ‘79. Yvette came 3rd in W12A and David Cheesewright 17th in M17A.
• 24.7: Day 2 at Kolare. Sarah came 20th and David 27th. After the race everyone went swimming at
the campsite and after had a super sauna free.
• 25.7: Day 3 at Statare. A path run like the first day. The event was right next to the campsite and
everyone had to walk.
• 26.7: The fourth day at Garp, using the other half of the map used for Day 2. A very rocky terrain
with hardly any paths, however they still managed to find some for Yvette who managed to come
first and David C was again our second best member, coming 46th.
• 27.7: The last day of Oringen ‘79. Yvette started off second, about 90 seconds behind the lead girl,
everyone hoping that she would do well. She caught her up and stupidly followed her. When she
realised they were going the wrong way it was too late to regain the lead and she had to settle for
6th place after beating someone on the run-in
[The family then spent a week training in Norway before competing again]
• 4.8: A proper event! Or at least Yvette thought so and to prove it she won her course as did Sarah,
Richard and Alyson.
• 5.8: Another proper event! Held on the WM’78 map, Yvette came first and Sarah second.

From early beginnings to World Master MBTO
Medals for Denise Harper
November 1995: Start of an article in the Newsletter
written by Catherine Sowerby:
Hanging around in a pub after a training event we
discussed the bike O advertised by a Reading mountain
bike club. Denise wanted to give this a go, but was a
little perturbed by the fact that only pairs were allowed,
so I volunteered my services as partner, on the basis
that it was a fun event and that I can’t cycle very fast.
The event was a score event starting and finishing
outside a pub in Rotherfield Peppard. There was a
three and a half hour time for competitors to collect as
many points as possible. The map was a laminated
1:50000 OS map.

In a team event you need a team leader. Denise was
ours. She completed the entry form, sorted out a map holder for her bike, preparing herself with a piece
of string for measuring distances on the map, and took advice from people who had done events before.
...
Denise has subsequently developed her ‘Bike O’ skills and interest and in 2015 won the bronze medal in
W65 class at the World Masters Mountain Bike Orienteering Champs. In 2016 she again won bronze but
in the Sprint event.
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Officials
Chairmen
1968-1969
1970
1971-1973
1974-1975
1976
1977
1978-1979
1980-1981
1982
1983-1985
1986-1988
1989
1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2002
2003-2004
2005-2009
2010-2015
2016
2017

Ivor Parr
Bob Cheesewright
Nigel Wilkins
Carol Jamieson
Dick Rae
Mike Baldwin
John Hague
Dick Agar
Graham King
Dick Agar
Don Cload
Dave Stubbs
Mark Horner
Steve Bouch
Janet Gibson
Eric Harper
Reg Parker
Dave Stubbs
Eric Harper
Katy Stubbs
Vacant
Simon Moore

Treasurer

Secretary
1968-1969
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1977
1978
1979
1980
1981-1982
1983-1985
1986-1989
1990-1995
1996-1999
2000-2004
2005-2008
2009-2012
2013-2017

Angela Holmes
Darrell Cruickshank
?
Anne Baldwin
Mike Baldwin
Sandy Finlay
A Finlay
Dave Smith
Peter Nicholls
Katy Stubbs
Darrell Cruickshank
Nigel Hoult
Janet Gibson
Reg Parker
David Jukes
Derick Mercer

1968
1969-1972
1973-1975
1976-1977
1978-1979
1980-1981
1982-1994
1995-1997

John Ward
John Shelton
?
Dave Truluck
Mike Pearson
Keith Mosley
Derek Harding
Jocelyn
Anderson

1998-2017

Peter Entwistle

Katy Stubbs - National Recognition
The Silva Award is given annually by British Orienteering to
honour those who have contributed in a special way to the
development of orienteering. In 2015, Katy Stubbs was given
the 2014 award by BOF. The following is an extract from the
May 2015 Newsletter describing Katy’s contribution over many
years:

Club members will mostly know that Katy has been Club Chairman for
two extended periods, that she had been our major mapper, that she
has organised, planned and controlled many of our events as well as
co-ordinating our training nights over the last 4 years. But here are a
few highlights of other activities of national significance:
Controlling: JK Relay, March 1997; British Night Championships,
March 2002; British Individual Championships, April 2005;
Harvester Trophy, June 2007; JK Relay, March 2008; JK Sprint,
April 2010; British Night Championships, February 2014
Organising: Co-ordinator JK SCOA, April 1993; Finish co-ordinator
WC 1998; Finish co-ordinator WOC 1999; Co-ordinator JK SCOA,
April 2003; Co-ordinator JK SCOA, April 2013
Planning: Inter-Regional Championships, May 1980; British Championships, May 1989; Harvester Trophy,
May 1994; JK Relays, April 2003
Technical courses, organiser/presenter: BOF Major Events weekend, tutor 2003 (Organisers), 2004
(Planners); BOF Major Events weekend presenter 2008; BOF Major Events weekend, Controller Grade
1(A) course and Event Safety course tutor, September 2010
Course writer / creator: Revised BOF Grade 3 courses, 2003; Rewrote and added additional material OA,
Grade 1 (= UK Grade C) controller, planner and organiser, 2005/2006; Revised BOF Grade C and B
courses, C3, P3, C2, 2008; Created BO Event Safety workshop (with H Errington), 2010, wrote
Controller Level A course 2010; Revised BO Level C and B controllers courses 2011/12, revised BO
Introductory Planners course 2012; Currently updating BO Level C and B controllers course material.
Posts held: BOF councillor, May 1992 to April 1995 and Nov. 2003 – Sept. 2004; SCOA chairman, June
1995 to June 1998; BOF Events & Competitions Committee, 2012 to 2013.
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Newsletter
March 1986 - Committee Minutes: At this meeting Mr Cruickshank kindly produced copies of an
amusing report on the first Berkshire O.A. event and the Reading Club Event, and it agreed
to circulate this. [This report is regarded as issue No 1 of the Newsletter]
April 1986 - Committee Minutes: The subject of club publicity in the form of a newsletter was then
discussed and Mr Cruickshank kindly agreed to do this whenever possible. It was agreed
that such a newsletter should be vetted by the Chairman before being circulated.
January 1969 - AGM Minutes: Mr Ivor Parr, Chairman, gave a brief report. Everyone, he said,
was kept well informed by the Newsletters written by Mr Darrel Cruickshank.
November 1975 - Newsletter: Due to the high cost of postage, the club has to find ways of
distributing this newsletter more economically. As an experiment, we are going to produce
this, and the next issue, to a date so that you can go to an event previously nominated and
be able to collect your newsletter from myself or a
Newsletter Editors
member of the committee. The uncollected letters will
1968-1977
Darrell Cruickshank
be delivered by other means, or as a last resort, posted.
… For those of you who are clairvoyant, this newsletter 1977
Mike Baldwin
is available at the TVOC event at Bagley Wood.
1978
Mike Peason
1978-1980 Marie Hague
June 1981 - Letter from Secretary to Mrs P Wicks [the then
Editor who had been finding it difficult to obtain material 1980Pam Wicks
for publication]: We have decided henceforth to make
1983-1986 David Jukes
publication of the newsletter the responsibility of the
1986Deb Bouch
Committee. In this way the content of each issue can
-1989
Sue Whiting
be clearly determined at the preceding committee
1989-1990 Peter Joynes
meeting and six or more members can then share the
task of putting the Newsletter together. The Committee 1990-1993 Simon Parker
have asked me to convey their thanks for all your efforts 1994-1996 The Cloads
in the past and I think, perhaps, we should also express
1997
Ruth Horner
our apologies for not always having given you the
1998-2006 Alan Yeadon
necessary support.
September 1981 - Committee Minutes: Committee approved 2007-2010 Andrew Graham
2010-2012 Keith Ellis
the additional cost of the new format on the grounds
2013- ...
David Jukes
that Newsletter ‘represents a worthwhile investment in
maintaining interest and consolidating membership of
Note: excludes some issues when
the club.’
gaps were filled by other people
Final Comments

This Newsletter has been a pleasure to produce but much has been omitted.
Examples include:

• 1972: Tony Walker appointed first Professional Officer for British Orienteering Federation.
• World Championships 1976: Controller for the Individual - Brian Jamieson; Planner for the Relay -

Bob Cheesewright.

• June 1979: Committee Minutes: Brian Jamieson appointed to World Champs organising committee.
• 2004: Denise Harper appointed by BOF as the Regional Development Officer for SCOA

The minutes and the Newsletters record a huge number of other activities undertaken by club members
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing permanent courses
Creating junior sections and supporting schools to help develop talent
Producing development plans
Obtaining ‘Clubmark’ recognition
Developing a website
Providing leadership within the regional association (SCOA)
Maintaining club and regional leagues
Arranging overseas trips and training weekends
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And much more!

February
1974

October
1979

November
1983

Oct/Nov
1989

February
1990

November
1999

May
2011

May
2017

March
1968
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Hambleden
Southern Championships
14 April 1970
[Now a TVOC area, it was though first
used by ROC]
From the Newsletter: ‘For the Southern
Championships, the majority of Reading
Club members were involved in the
organisation and could not run. There
were many unsung heroes doing their jobs
in the pouring rain and getting wetter by
the minute. The difficulties imposed by the
continuous rain are too numerous to
mention, but one way or another they were
all overcome though in some cases I don’t
know how. Control cards were coming
back in several soggy pieces and the
checkers must have had an awful time. In
spite of this, the competitors seem to have
had a good event so you can all go and
enjoy somebody else’s event with a clear
conscience - until next time it is our turn.’
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